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Sarah Kotchen

Erie Wertx and other staff
members at WCWS radio station
hare organized a giveaway which
'began on November 12th and will
continue through December 10th.
The contest is organized in soch a
way that a programmer will ask a
question over the air to the listening
audience. The first person to can in
with the correct answer will be the
winner of the prize being given
away. The questions pertain to
. trivia about records, recording artists, musicians, singers, etc, which
are related to their show format
Dozens of prizes are being given
away, and each programmer at the
station win be giving away at least,
one prize in the course of a week.
Winners wQ be contacted within 24
to 2S hours by a station official in
order to make arrangements to
come to the station andpiek up their
prize. AH students on The College of
Wooster Campus as well as others
within listening range of the station
wtth the exception of the WCWS
staff, may participate In this
giveaway. Prizes include gift certificates from the-- Arts and Cards
Shop, ice cream from Friendly's,
various- - pizra
ly Restaurant, dinner at the

pizzasfrom
restaurants,

dinner at Matsos Fami-

SmithviUe Inn, gift certificates from
Pierce's Sport Shop, heavy metal

By Lis Kershaw
How accessible Is the College of
Wooster to disabled persons? That's
the question a new task force win be
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The CoHsm of Womter Danes Comnamr win nresent "In Concert" tonteht and tomorrow in Freeclander
Theatre. Tickets are 22 for general adniission and free to students. Photo By Ralph Youngen courtesy of News
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Sunday

On Sunday, November 24th, at donados feel that he was composing
2:13 in McGaw Chapel, a
this work for himself, being fatally
of special significance will u. Kox art ueoen December a.
be given by the Wooster Concert 1721, and his Requiem was eom- Cboff and the Wooster Chorus. Both
by Franz xavier sussmayer.
;asseH points out that in the Regroups win be conducted by tieted
per-forman- ce

Associate Professor of Husk John quiem, "One hears eertain operatic
albums, tapestries, videotape ren- RusselL He has chosen the If ox art characteristics of the eighteenth
tals from Westwood Connection Requiem in D Minor, K.623 and a century as wen as more conserand various more contemporary piece by the vative features of eighteenth cenRecord Store,
other prizes. If you are on campus twentieth century composer Herbert tury church music." The work was
and wish to call the station with an HoweUs, entitled Take Elm, Eartn, performed at the Requiem Mass
answer, dial extension 2477. An for Cherishing. These two composi- held for Kennedy in Holy Cross
other listeners not on The College of tions naturally differ greatly in style Cathedral of Boston. The upcoming
Wooster campus, can reach the sta- and reflect two musical expressions performance by the 110 members of
'
of grief in response to the assassina- the Concert Choir will feature four
tion by dialing
tion of President John F. Kennedy Wooster students. The soloists will
on November 22, 1283.
be Juniors Jill Midolo and EmCie
Wolfgang Amadeus Mozart began Starrs, singing; soprano and alto
Seniors Salvatore
to compose his Requiem in 1711 after respectively.
being commissioned by Count Franz Midolo, singing tenor, and Clayton
ron Walsegg of Ruppach to compose Allard, singing bass, will also be
a piece in honor of his recently delaying their talents.
Mueh fine English church music
deceased wife. However, Mozart
stopped work on the Requiem to waa composed by Herbert HoweUs
-complete another composition and before his death in 1823. As a conseto travel to Prague. Upon his return quence, he was 'asked to compose a
he worked further on the Requiem, piece to be performed at- - the
yet at this point some Mozart afi- - American-Canadia- n
Memorial Ser-By Bob Murphy.
Convocation for November 2S win Israells and Arabs. .
When asked about the more recent
feature a discussion by Professor
t,
such as the
Amoa Kiewe, Chairman of the events in the
Speech Communications Depart-men- t, Aehiile La uro hijacking, or the bombing of PLO headquarters in Tunisia By Jonathan Barclay
entitled; "The Arab-Israe-li
mat
it any ox you remember
and by Israeli fighters, and how they af- (orange
Conflict: Perceptions
sheet from the Housing Of- Misconceptions." It wQ be at fect his speech, Kiewe said; "It
Tuesday, in llateer doesnt change the conflict itself. Ifice that found its way into yur
11:00 a.m
you'll
auditorium. Kiewe win discuss the There is nothing we can point at in hnanbox about a week ago,lothap-ehaneArab-Israproblem, from its an of it that wiU cause a significant know that there isn't a whole
He notes that incidents benlng at- - the College over
origins in the late It th century,
You cant
through the nresent day. with a such as these have been numerous in Thanksgiving Break.
- special emphasis on the Palestinian the past,-an- d
show little sign of even get foodhere;
Wen, for those of you who find
problem, wnue tne taix win meiuae abating in the near future.
Kiewe, a specialist in rhetoric and yourselves stuck here over break,
some speculation on us pan aooux
the present and future paths of this public address, is speaking on this perhaps the following partial list of
conflict, it win be primarily topic not because of his expertise in restaurants, lounges, and theatres
i'
speech, but rather, due to the fact win prove handy.
historical.
Professor Kiewe feels; "There is a that be was born and raised in Believe it or not, there are
considerable lack of historical Israel. He did not move to the United restaurants beyond Hamburger
understanding about this problem." States until 1220. Kiewe has taken Sow on Bean Ave. and on liberty,
Liberty and
Hetninxstnatuus lacxaxanowieage several courses on the subject, and rhe Barbery Coast on W
Drive Inn
bas lea to a great aeaioi misconcep-tkm- s has spoken about it previously. Sever and Big 0 A potential
din- -,
about the various problems Again, it win be held at 11:00 a.m. mi Cleveland Rd. are
Family
Chuckwagon
along
wUh
lers
Tuesday
auditorium.
throughout the veare.tetFfen-.thnext
Ja llaieer
;
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, Convocation

tocddross

Isrceli
conflict

vice held in Washington, D.C
tohonor Kennedy. HoweUs- - chose
Helen WaddeU's translation- - of the
poem. "Eymnus Circa Exseuqias
Defuneti" by Prndentins, a poet who
lived from the middle of the fourth
century to the early fifth century
A.D. The text reads:
Takehime, Earth, for cherishing
To thy tender breast receive him. .
Body of a man I bring thee.
Noble even its ruin.
This piece, to be performed by the 51
members of the Chorus, is part of
the larger Motet on the Death of
John F. Kennedy and is an a eap-pework, meaning that it is to be
sung by unaccompanied voices.
RusseU is returning to his position
as Musie Director of the Concert
Chior this year after serving as its
conductor for a total of five years
previously. He also conducts tne
Chorus, serves as Musie Director of
the First Presbyterian Church in

Ua

Wooster, and instructs organ
students, in addition to teaching a
Continued en Page 5
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trying to answer.
The Disabilities Awareness Committee, formed by Campus Council
late last October, wCl be looking at
the facilities on the eampus to deter- mine how available the facilities are
to disabled members of the eampus
and community.
Although the College does not have
a large number of physieany disabled students, chairperson Andy Wert
notes that there is use of campus
facilities by others in the community
and their families.
Debra EUty. of the President's office, prepared a report on the sub-Jefa September of 1277, which
discussed the College's compliance
with the then new regulations regarding accessibility for disabled persons. The report contained a v
checklist of eleven buCdings on earn- - I
pus, explaining how aecessiae each
one was at that time and prorLiirj
some suggestions for hnrroveatzt.
fWhatwe as a eorantttie are r ; c
ingte be Csizs. Vert ssiils Idling at that report and seeirg wi:tt
has been acted upon ands what r--H
.
needs to be dene."
Wert stressed, however, Cat he
doesnt think the CoSege is in vfcla-ttof any parts of the regulation. .
"We're trying to take it an extra
stepAfter looking over the report
we're going to make our own
checklist of things that can be done
on campus."
Because of the cost, the committee
is planning on fr?H"f. into only one
major project and then consider any
imtller projects that can be fixedeasily. Examples of possible Ineximprovements' include
Eensive
we ring the mirrors in the
bathrooms or installing bralle plates
in the elevators. Another major objective of the
committee, according to Wert, is '
simply increasing sensitivity to the
issue by educating the eampus to the
needs of the physically and mentally
disabled- .Members of the Ida Sue program
and the Alpha Gamma Club will be
cooperating with Campus Council on
this issue. All other interested .
students and faculty are encouraged
to contact Andy Wert for further in,.
formation.
;
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Restaurant for the stock family
meaL China Royal on Liberty and
Hong Kong Restaurant on Benden
serve oriental food obviously, while homemade pies. Perreniala like
Cisco's Mexican Restaurant and Long John Sliver's, Kentucky Fried
Amigo's on BeaJl provide the hot Chicken in OrrvCle, the Barn and the
stuff. There are a number of Italian SmithviUe Inn. both in SmKhvCe,
round out this dining picture.
restaurants to choose from,
But what to do after dinner? Ton
Coeda 'Bouse and Conti's
Pizza on Pittsburgh Ave. Das Dutch can catch a Clek at the Lyric Twin
Essenhaus in Shreve serves food in Cinema here in town or go to the Orr-vl- e
Twin Cinema if the plckfcrs
the Amlsh tradition, and Maxwell's
" i
Steakhouse on Cleveland Rd. quite here are to
Yon can always hit a bar, too, seeobviously emphasizes steak and
traditional American dishes. TJ.'s ing as how Mom's and the Game
Cedar Room and C. W. Burgerstein's Room are going to be closed most of
on BeaU are popular for their food the time. The Soreeress on Liberty
and. lounges, and according to one is a possibility (DGNT go preppy)
Leroya out on
experienced diner, the Greenleaf aa la the
Restaurant and Drive Inn on Palmer. The Bestseller on Liberty
Cleveland RaV serves the best Continued on Page 5.
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Voice
Geneva talks open

The

Diiiies- -

Hdlfler

settingV
tip this global village are
College unaware! right
here in Wooster. In fact, when Computer
asked what SID was all about,
don Shall, .Professor of Political
of outside world Science and SID
network unfair
said: "We (at SID) live in one
Dear Editor,
Gor-

discussion channels

Member-at4arg-

Column By Ida Williams
The news has just been filled lately with the talks at
Geneva between President Reagan and Soviet leader
Mikhail Gorbechev. The entire world is waiting for the
signal of some great understanding between the
superpowers, and the emphasis put upon the first
real talks between the two powers in many years. The
importance of these talks should not be underestimated
however. If nothing else , it showing the willingness of
the leaders (at least the Soviet) to realize that there is a
problem with nuclear weapons and that an agreement
between the two countries is vital for continuing to remind the world of the diabolical power of nuclear
so-call-

ed

arsenals.

Perhaps one of the most interesting aspects of the
talks in Geneva is the realization that the meeting was
Soviet instigated, a shock to our "American openness"
ideal, and a test of our true moral fortitude. It is the
Soviets who are interested in the communications between countries, and it seems at this point, as if the
Soviets are more interested in the issue itself. Why is
this? Do they know something we don'tt Why all the
"sudden interest" on their side of the fence?
This past summer I had the wonderful opportunity to
travel with Wooster students and a couple professors to
the Soviet Union as part of the Wooster in the U.S.S.R.
summer study program. We had a unique view of Soviet
life, as we stayed for just over seven weeks total, and a
month in a small (750,000 people) southern Soviet town
in the breadbasket of the Soviet Union, in the Krasnodar
territory, called appropriately, Krasnodar. We had the
terrific chance to speak with Soviet people, and learned
much about them. From my experiences there I would
like to suggest that that they are concerned, just as we
and the rest of the world are, about the hazards of
nuclear weapons. So many times Soviet poeple, upon
discovering we were Americans, talked to us about common understanding and mutual trust between our nations. They stressed that their country does not want
war and pleaded that we spread that information where
we lived to educate the world of their feelings.
I was very moved by this, not having expected such a
response to occur, and am heartened by the concern
that I see among the peoples of the nations. Letters I
have gotten from the Soviet Union since my return
home, have shown the concern these talks in Geneva
have sparked among the people. They want our feelings
and perceptions about the talks, as well as their presentations of their own hopes about the conference. So, yes,
they are frightened, in the same way we, Americans as
well as the rest of the world, are. And do they know
something we don't? No. Their concern is genuine and
not unfounded. They realize, as the people of this country do, although its government seems not to accurately
represent, the dangers and risks we are taking by conti
nuing to manufacture nuclear weapons.
From my experiences this summer I see the Soviet
people as being intensely interested in the current
events and world affairs. They have been interested in
these talks long before they were even seriously considered by the two nations. In the wake of serious peace
efforts by nations of our world it is time for us all to
remember that people are the same all over. And that to
create weapons that destroy Soviets or the enemy is to
create weapons that destroy people. I am sure I am not
alone in hoping that some good did come from the conference, but more still needs to be done.

I believe that a need for a greater
tense o community exists at The
College of Wooster than has been
mentioned In the Voice before. Iam
talking about the sense of community with the world beyond the college
community.
Many college students either don't
hare access or time to take advantage of facilities, such as
newspapers or television, that provide people with news of current
events. A sizeable percentage of
Wooster students don't know about
current events such as the Geneva
arms summit, tax reform proposals,
or even proposals to raise the drinking age!
Surprisingly, the college community doesnt provide much
assistance toward changing this unfortunate situation. The electronic
news board in Lowry Center was
taken down this year due to funding
problems, newspapers at the library
are stolen or missing, voice
few course offerings attempt to
relate to current events, and even
the Voice provides us with very little
information about what is going on
outside of this isolated little world,
set apart from reality, known as The
College of Wooster.
A few simple steps can be taken to
change the information void that

currrently exists. That electronic
news board could be put back in the
lounge through the selling of ad
space (half a pie is better than
none), and the Voice could try to provide us with more national and
world news, instead of axeing what
little it already has. More often than
not, what happened last week
anywhere east of Ichabod's is news
to most students. I also believe that
a short course examining current
events has the potential to be very
popular and beneficial.
I do not believe that college
students were meant to be shut away
from the rest of the world like monks
in a monastery. On the contrary, it
seems that we should exposed to as
much information as possibile on
what is going on around us if we are
to be considered truly educated.
Community within a college is important, but wont mean much if the
members of that community lack a
sense of direction based on what is
going on elsewhere.
PatSchmitx

n.E. Ohio
chapter of SID
founded
Dear Editor,

e

world, and we are part of aD that we
nave met. we want to understand
these truths, appreciate them, and
celebrate them more adeems tely."
What exactly Is SID and what is it
doing in Wooster? The SID is the
largest and geographically most ex
non-prof- it,
nontensive
governmental international develop
ment organisation in the world. It
seeks to link people from all the
world over in an effort to promote in
ternational dialogue, imderstanding.
and cooperation for social and
economic development. The NJE.
Ohio Chapter, now in its first year of
development, has sought to discover
the ties of this community and
region with the rest of the world. It
represents a community striving to
strengthen its programs, understan
ding, outreach and global education
efforts. In a recent meeting, many
of the ties that Wooster has with the
world markets, the international life
at the college, the large number of
faculty and students interested in
study abroad, local peace and
hunger groups, churches, etc., to
name only a few. Some of the ideas
suggested by SID members are
already being discussed for implementation. . These include the
establishment of cultural ties with
sister SID chapters and the possibili
ty of related student exchange,
working with the Peace Corps to provide the college community with
more extensive information on inter
national jobs and establishment of a
resouce bank for students requiring
informational assistance on interna
tional matters in the course of their
Independent Study.

The establishment and initial suc
cess of a SID chapter in Wooster
marks the first real attempt to brine
the entire world to this little town.
Much of the SID experience is lust
interaction, but in a different sense;
an interaction that is not confined bv
nationality, profession, race or sex.
With the establishment of International ties. SID at Wooster will
become truly global in every sense.
Are you a believer in the "one
world" drctrine? Then SID needs
you and you could benefit from it If
you need additional information
about SID or would like to be a oart
of it, please get in touch with Coralie
daCosta (box 1404;, Uschy Woxak
(box 3035) or Arvind Balasundaram

Dear Editor:

The

reeently-implemente-

net-wor- k,

however,

is currently

available only to those who live in
Douglass Hall, giving these students
major advantages with respect to
computing tools unavailable to any
other groups of students.
Ir
The Macintosh computer is gaining popularity among students,
mainly due to its processing
capabilities. It was originally expected that Douglass Hall would
have the highest concentration of
computer owners on campus. This
has turned out not to be the case.
Other dorms have equal if not higher
numbers of Macintosh owners. An--'
drews Hall, for Instance, has five
student-owner- d
Macintosh com- Using
the Macintosh,
Euters.
owever, has meant relying on
printers that are only capable of producing
text (text that is
).
The Apple
inferior to
laserprinter, located in Dougals, has
the highest quality output currently
available and is capable of producy
ing
text Use of this
printer, however, is restricted to
Dougalss students. While the den
project is a bold step forward for
computers at Wooster and inoiud
not be condemed, it should not
overlook the Macintosh users who
live elsewhere on campus. Currently, any student wishing to obtain a
printout of a document on the laser
printer must go through a student
who lives in Douglass. This policy is
inconvenient and unfair to those living outside of Douglass HalL
--

dot-matr-

ix

letter-quality-

letter-qualit-

A solution which would give

equtl

access of the laser printer to the en
tire College is to place the printer in
the computer center, which currently 'has three Macintosh computers that can be linked to the
The single Macintosh
K'nter.
a ted In Douglass Hall is in high
demand, creating frustration for
those who need to use the laseJ
printer. The printer would tnereiore
be more productive it if were located
in the Computer Center, where it
could be accessed by more than one
Macintosh computer and by ever
student of the College.

PareshArora
Brian Marshall
Peter Ragone

(box 1107).

Kevin Burns
William Uets

Arvind Balasundaram

Mix a professor of international
relations with a group consisting of
one anthropologist, three students,
one research assistant from Nigeria,
a trustee and former Peace Corps
worker, an agronomist from
OAR DC, a professional scientist interested in working with fishing
boats in the Dominican Republic and
a real enthusiast of international
development currently working in
Galpin, and what do you have? The
Society for International Development, N.E. Ohio Chapter (SID for
short). This group was born last October for two major reasons. First,
there was a growing need to educate
and learn about the global village;
and secondly, all the ingredients for

d

Douglass Experimental Network
(DEN) has been a valuable addition
to the College of Wooster. This
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(Allege of Wooster, Wooster. Ohio.
wooster voice welcomes ui urpvu
Line
nd limed letters to the editor from
(students, faculty, administrators,' sub- -

ueribers ana memoers ox ue greater
Wooster community, au corresponaence
may be addressed to: The Wooster
The ColVoice. Post Office Box
lege of Wooster, Wooster. Ohio 446Sl.The
deadline for aU letters and stories isn
Tuesday at 6 p.m. The current suDscnp-tinnrtee is S25.M per year for first
C-S1- 87,

class delivery.

.
.First class postage paw at wooner,
changes
Send
address
hk. Postmaster:
,

.

:

To The Wooster Voice, Post Office Box
OS187, The College of Wooster. Wooster,
Ohio, 44681 (attn: iaa wuuama;.
issues are a v ana Die tram xne nooner

ow

Voice office. .
Ida wuiiams, conor-in-cwLis Heffelfinger, Business Manager
Nancy Johnson, Managing Editor
. DiTld Dean, Sports Editor
BUI Townsend, Photo Editor
Sharon Kaufman, Layout Editor
CTPA
Alan Tt ITwll Ran jEnrlff.I
Lix Kershaw, Andrew
ftinnift
ei

--

P.'

Ng-Quin-

n,

PriscM
StulU, John Barclay, Mary
Cox. Jeff Bacon, Carrie Allison, Boo
Murphy. Warren Hedges. Bryan junta,
Tim Austin, Jeff Bacon, Debbie Shepherd, Scott Bodgers.
FHOTUttBATllX al Af . mary awei
ey. Don Haut. Frans M. Cammel, Catar

i

taaAlmauis

as

Andrew D. Gc!dr.:n
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Commentary

Perspectives should also be forbiiien access to a few other
things. The phone system here at the College is absurd. A
parent trying to reach their child staying in Kenarden would
cross Wooster off their list before the receiver was even picked up. If parents were very lucky, the phone was not busy and
someone got their son or daughter, but the odds of this are
next to mL Calling FROM the college is even worse. A
perspective student attempting to dial a long distance
operator would find it similar to trying to reach a radio station that had just announced that ten thousand dollars would
be given to the 100th caller! It is for these reasons that I suggest that perspective students be forbidden from accepting
or receiving phone calls (even at the pay phones lines exist ).
The Voice does not look like a college newspaper, and by no
candidates be allowed to see it Working for
means should
tha VntM mm im mHH mnA nn nav ft v the MfHnr. mnu
salary is an insult considering the time involved in putting
out a weekly publication) so who has any right to complain?

month aso, members of various
eampus organizations met with the
Trustees on the Invesment Commit- tmm in Mna that twwitinn mi fn
vesting
in companies operating in
M
J
souxn
attic a. a hh ox questions were
asked of them during this meeting
refleetfo the eaneern that manv nn
this campus feel toward this issue.
We believe that it is consistent with
that arnala nt TJhepal Arte in ak-- vnn
the members of the Jenny Student
am jruna i J5AT ), to explain to tne
campus what your position is regarding invert ment in comnanjea
operating in South Africa.
we wonaer iz you nave any poucy
like the Board of Trustees' 1881
".
"Board Policy on Social
If so. what is it?
Do you research the behavior off
the different eomnanlea that mterate
in South Africa which the JSAF is In
vested in? Are you In the habit of us--,
ing resources such as the evaluations of corporate performance that
Arthur D. Little. Inc. or the South
African Beview does? Assuming
that you do conduct research, do you
use your proxy votes, when you can.
M

A

1

A.

Respon-sibOity.

lorder to inflnence the labor policies
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pus In questioning what their stance
is on the issue of apartheid and
Essentially, we art
divestment
Do you rely on the Sullivan Prin- asking for clarity and communicaciples, as the Board does, as a tion.
means of checking "socially responJohnHondros
If so. what
sible investing"?
GibKirkham
Sullivan Principle ratings do you
Arn Lewis
acceptable?
consider to be
Thorn Huehls
Do you consider divestment if you
find thatt the behavior of a certain
company is not consistent with the
social ethics that govern yourselves Dear Editor:
It has been brought to our attenas individuals or as a group? Can
you cite any fact or give information tion that some of the College of
to the College that the companies Wooster international students were
operating in South Africa which offended by the use of the word
JSAF is invested in are non- "American", in the invitation annot racist nouncement of the vigil held Tuesdiscriminatory and-o- r
towards the Black and Indian day evening In support of the Summit meetings between President
workers they employ?
Has JSAF been following the ac- Beagaa and See. Gorbechev in"
tions that other schools, religious Geneva.
AU students, all people were inorganisations, cities and states have
in
taken regarding their investments
stocks? Is the discrimination, no exclusion was in
South Africa-relate- d
organisation aware that the Univer- tended.
We believe that the use of the term
sity of Michigan made SI million
upon divestment, or that Connec- "American", came as a result of the
ticut made a profit of S4J5 million? stress laid upon the two hostile
Does the organisation know that a forces, American and Bussian, who
study by the investment firms Shar-m- a are meeting in Geneva. Since the
outrageous number of nuclear
4 Cleveland and Shearson
weapons in the world today Is mostly!
porta
found
Express
that
American
owned by the U.S. ana the Soviets j
folio with no South Africa-relatestocks grew at 11 percent over a the emphasis on nuclear arms conno trol rests with these two countries.
decade while a portfolio with onIn urgency participation of U.S.
stocks grew
South Africa-relateeitisens in these vigils nation-wid- e,
ly! percent?
Students, faeultr and ad the word "American" was used.
ministrators are concerned about We regret this choice of a restric
this issue and are asking you to res- ting word and hope that this apology
pond, openly, to the questions asked to those offended win be accepted,
KathrynE. Culp Wayne
in any way. Bather, it is an attempt
County Peace Coalition
cam
part
of
the
to include another
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AUDIO AND VIDEO ACCESSORIES
v. COMPACT DISCS IN STOCK SPECIAL ORDERS AVAILABLE
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Yarcaha, Sony, Kenwood, Bose, Hitachi
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These are not new problems and certainly net the cdly problems. Dealing with these situations and others similar to
them would make Wooster more appealing to perspectives,
and more likely to be reccomended by students prescstJy attending the coge, but most of all it would be honest
The College of Wooster should be an excellent liberal arts
college. Wooster should not attempt to compete with that
school in Uassachusets, we were never meant to Wocster
students do not expect to be the first to have new computer
equipment the
. technology, they do expect equal acesj to what
in its use.
possible
education
College has and the best
Wocster students don't come here for the phones, but calling
home should not be such a difficult task that students lccse
study time. Members of the college community should have
the right to expect a newspaper that reflects the high quality
liberal arts education Wooster has to offer.
College funds should be spent to make Wooster the best
liberal arts college it can be. Money should not be wasted trying to make the College appear to be something it is not
Dollars spent impressing those who are already enrolled in
the college will do more to assure Wocster'i future then ten
times as much spent trying to deceive people into locking at
Wooster when what attracted them tells us that they are probably looking to wmething else.
'
Wooster has many great things to advertise (I plan to focus
on these in future columns), but being the first school to have
a computer in every room is hardly logical when the phenes
don't work. Being first lasts for a moment being best is self
perpetuating.

An Open Letter to the JSAF
you most licery now. one nf theme romnanies?
A

15S5

WORCESTER, OHIO

MTEEiXGE

is not in liassachusetti. Thank God!" nroclaiini
a
that has appeared on campra recently. In the past
few yean great deal of effort and money has been spent in
& attempt to convince outsiders that Wooster is that school
in llassachnsetts or one of its Ivy neighbors. The Douglass
Experimental Network is one example of a costly attempt to
deceive the public into tfr.frVfrg that Wocster is something it
is not A large sum of money (in this case over $20,000)' was
allocated to connect every room of a single dorm to a personal computer networkvThe plan was this; an impressive
demonstration would be given to the media, Wooster would
get the publicity that comes with beinf first, and enrollment
would go up because students looking for a school with state
computer equipment would apply to Wooster.
Perhaps some perspectives did fall for the plan, but it is
hoped they won't come and ask for a demonstration of the
D.E.N. system. If one of the journalists decided to come and
do a follow-u- p story on the system, then what? They would
probably note the network is accessible to less than a fifteenth of the student population, (only students living in
Douglass Hall) and that there are no plans to expand it Further, the number of rooms with compatable eojnpment can
students are rebe counted on one hand; and though
for word processing, access
quested to use
(in fact laser), printer is restricted to
to the only letter-qualit-y
Douglass residents!
Hopefully the perspective students will not come for a campus visit If they do, they should be kept away from the computers at all cost so as not to expose the fraud (I suggest we
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Madrigal tickets available
By Mary Cox
Tickets will go on sale Monday,
November 25 at Lowry Center front
desk for the second Christmas
Madrigal Concert of the Wooster
Chorus on Thursday, Friday, and

Saturday evenings December 5, 6,
and 7.
The festivities will begin at 8 p.m.
in the Westminster Church House at
College Avenue and Pine 'Street!
There, Mackey Hall will be

transformed

into a medieval

English feast hall where assorted
Christmas desserts and wassail will

there will be court Jesters, trumpet
be provided. Under the direction of fanfare and other musicians, in-

music professor John Russell, each
night naif of the 51 member wooster
Chorus, in festive costumes, will
sing medieval and Renaissance
carols and madrigals while the remaining half serves refreshements.
This year's dessert menu win include cheese, fruits, and holiday
sweets. All food will be famished by
Buehler's Market
The general atmosphere and
iheme. according to RusselL will be
similar to last year's concerts in that

cluding a guitar ensemble and the
Wooster brass group. Russell commented, "Because of the splendid
response last year, we're offering a
third concert this year," to accomodate the anticipated student interest in the concerts.
All tickets for the event must be
purchased in advance. Admission
tor the public will be $3.50; students
of the College will also be charged
S3.50 to cover the price of food and
catering for the concerts.

m

Good and Bod Guys
Column By Andrew

llayer

.

.

Bex and I have lust finished wat-fb- e
able to manifest itself In a single
ching an episode of "ThunderCats". I'objeet or being." Bex leers at me.
Once again the evil Mamm-B- a
has "Why. for instance, couldn't I be an
been defeated, and the.ThunderCats incarnation of evil?" Suddenly the
return to their home to wait for air feels cold.
next assault
If umm-Ra- 's
"Now calm down, Rex." I slowly
Bex watches some drls leave the try to edge away from him. "I Just
lounge. "I wish they could Just shot think the real world has no room for
up xor a nan an hour while I watch embodiments of evfl."
some television." He is referring to
"Do you chaflenie me?" Sudden
the group of girls who decided that ly Rex begins to grow, transform,
they deserved a speaking role in the until he is an eight foot, fur covered.,
showaswelL
beast.
"I will show you evfl."
"lighten up. Bex," I reply, Beams of force ris free from his
always the voice of moderation. fingers and smash me against the
"They wont be down here every wau.
day
Protected by my armor I am
"It stOl pisses me off."
unhurt. Sauintrnx. I let loose lasers
Not wanting to continue the con- from my eyes. T'AU I'm saying is
versation I try to focus my attention that good and evfl should never be
on the television. But although
thought of as anything but abstract
may be the ultimate weapon. I moral concepts that help us define
find the cartoon "If JLSJC." to be the human condition." The beams
the ultimate bore. "Ill tell you what bounce harmlessly off the thick
pisses me off. The way they always scales of bis body.
show evil as being unable to win due
sut a belief In evfl elves us'
to its own ineptness. It gives kids the something to compare our own ac
impression that everything in this tions to!" A Jet of flame streaks out
world is either black or white, and of his mouth towards me, but I
that white will always win because manage to deflect it with my mystic
it's "good."
sword.
Bex turns up from his work.
Thro win stars fly from mv
Although he says that .he fingertips. "But the point is that
understands the cryptic symbols believing such fantasies to be real is
that he works with I have a theory abnormal." He brushes away the
that all Bio majors are actually part metal darts with a Clck of his paw.
of some evil cult, and the words they
ae Dares his raxor shara talons
use are their incantations. "I don't and prepares to lunge, then stops.
see what's so bad about that Therej un, i uinz i understand what
you're saying." Slowly the human
are actually evil people In this
Bex reappears.- - "I think I Just
world."
"I'm not so sure. And have you misinterpreted you."
ever met anybody that you could
I sheathe my sword and walk over
really call evil?"
to him. "It was Just a misunderstanBex thinks for moment, "No. ding. It could happen to anybody." I
but there have to be some things you start to pick up the pieces of the T.V.
can define as good or evtL" I watch "Let's get this place cleaned us
as Bex
sex slowly traces his finger before anybody notices."
around some of the words on bis I "Next time von have to be the
homework. "And why shouldn't evil hairy monster."
fill-sio- n

The beginning of a legend. Now youTl have a choice between your
favorite Taoo Grande with beef entrees or our tasty, nutritious
chicken. From Taoo's to Taoo Salad Supreme our new delicious
chicken entrees will make a hit with chicken lovers and those who
want an alternative to our beef entrees. YouTl get it... only at Taoo
Grande. Try our chicken entrees today and see if we aren't right.
Taoo Grande chicken, tastes great and it's great for y u.
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BUY ONE CHICKEN
ENTREE AND GET ONE
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NAUTILUS, swimming pool,
The Wooster YlfCA is offering a
gymnasium and morel
membership to Hurry up and sign up now! Offer
special seven-monall college students. The member- good through November SO. .
ship will run from November 1 thru
For more information contact the
May U and wfll cost IS5.00.
Wooster YlfCA at 630 Woodland or.,
rae-quetba-

u
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o

classes

Yf.ICA
th

This membership

includes

phone

234-31- 31

CHICKEN ENTREE FKEE.
U
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Offer good through 113085.
Not valid with any other offer.
one coupon per person.
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Westminster Presbyterian Church
'the congregation-in'residenc- e

on campus"

Barbara Dua, Minister
Steven M. Williams, Professionsl Associate
-

ITou'li go for the taste.

ArtstMnistry:

12201 LINCOLN WAT EAST. MASSILLON

322 BRALL AVENUE, WOOSTEB
Mon. - Thurs.
10:3Oom to 1 1pm
Fri. - Sat.
10:30am to 12am
Sunday
11:00am to 11pm

The Church House

Campus Extension: 2398
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Column by BID Mertx
Last week I saw the most dlitorW

lag thing that I hire yet to see at The
college oc wooster. i got pored witn
my major, and decided to pretend
that I belonged to another discipline.!
I picked Sociology. 1 went over to
Lowry Center, bought a paper, and
sat down to read it Actually, I was
Just going to pretend to read it. The
point of Sociology is never to give
yourself away, if you're a
sociologist, and someone asks what
yoo do, is is probably best to tell
them that yon work for the FBI un-American Activities task group,
They dont pry into people's lives
nearly as muen as sociologists. Also,
theirdocmas are more creative.
I had been reading the paper for
awhile when a pick-u- p truck puiiea
up outside, and six beaming faces
poured into Lowry Center. They had
a purpose, and they wanted
everyone to know it I put down my
ultra Plain Dealer, and watted to be
engaged in conversation.
"Excuse me. Are you saved?"
As I was playing sociologist I immediately recognized the question
as an example of Tabers Theory of
Drefleric Camrolism (this is when
purpose
one Derson with a
question of someone
a
asks
without one), and concluded that
Republican tend to be more conservative than Democrats. Needless to
say, I was quite happy with myself-- tt
takes some sociologists years to
research to discover this. As to his
Question: had all my mid-terex

:

I hadn't really thought about it superior musician to, say, Erie Clapisn't that a Job for the ton or J.J. Cale). A terrible fallacy,
Marines 7 yob know, forcing people but it has made its rounds, and
to believe one way of life by offering shows no sin of dying out But those
certain death as the alternative?" people who fall into the category laid
He ignored me. " You must repent out by Dr. Arton are generally hap-

Anyway,

py and complacent even though
they are ignorant of tne multitude ox
music put out since IMS, when men
were men, and LSD was legal. The
people who fall into this category
have generally been left alone by a
society that knows they will someday become aspiring MBAs. The only request is that the young suburbanites will learn how to parallel
park before moving into our nation's
cities.
WelL this poor young man, so long
fostered by society, was now being
viciously attacked by its more vocai
element The call came out "Repent! Repent your sins, or be smitten by the Lord! Accept Jesus or
shovel the dung of Muslims
throughout eternity!" He was confused. No sooner had he gotten out
of the car, where he had heard every
bootleg from 1971 onward, and gone
to the phone closet to convince his
parents to bolster his bank account
than these
had pounced on his
beleaguered mmd to spread tnen
word of "love." He stood reeling,
always on the brink of falling over,
but not quite getting there. He was
He was a tired, disneveiea young saying, ''Jerry is God, dude, Jerry is
man. He naont snaved tor nays. God."
'Blasphemer!" they all scream
Nor had he showered. He was wear- par
rt
bought
dirty
a
He's a blasphemer!" One of
ed.
in
a
inc
I
ams
cancelled?
been
quickly ran over to the phone.
them
a
mc
in
siaaium
lot outside
answered : "I xuess so."
"smne
New York. He had been I saw nun dial
"Great! WiH you please help me Rochester.
trip to see a bunch of him!" I quickly grabbed the shell of
spread the word of Jesus?" I began on a three-ds- y
' to think. Exactly what was this boy elderly men. who were an older than the human, at his peak of confusion,
him out of Lowry. Once
talking about? It must be an exam- - mis own fatner. way various musical and dragged
unrtlftf out in the quad I sent him on his way.
ie of Thompson's xneory ox Imstruments in a wholly
To make you runner and warned nun to stay away xrom
asfbroi Selortion, which says the manner.
Three
understand
the m usual talents ox other ignorant groups.
majority of Nordic peoples tend to
Patrick Arton Has seconds later he was struck dead oy
(I might have been tthese neoole. Dr. following
be
formula. lightning. And Lowry Center imreading into things a bit too much at leome un with the
In the midst of an the
Dolich ploded.
of
Theory
as
the
known
this point which mignt expum me
tne
basically
and pioonsneo, a smau
follows
destruction
(It
young fundamentalist's increasing Oshelmor
out..
voice
cried
to
people
a
Rine
of
listen
lot
that
you
going
frustration.; wear Are
burned-ou- t
"If only we'd had daily chapel"
blues to a
to help us enslave, excuse me. watered-dowJerry to Continued from Page I
twHjtitu the rest of the human point that they might claimcreatively
be a technically and
MHT"
eomes highly recommended along
with the College Hills Bowling
Lanes-bo- wl
at the bar and nave a
wtrd. Vice President for Academic food time.' Danners Lincoln way
avern and the Market Grffl are
Tune in to the Public Affairs Hour Affairs. CoIIece of Wooster
Convocation-"Th- e
possibilities. As mentioned before,
Tuesday:
on WCWS tU Flf every weekdaytog
li
C.W. Burgerstein's is a popular colhear informative and
The and Misconceptions", Dr. Amos lege hangout and is most highly
programming!
schedule for November 25 to Kiewe, Dept of Speech Communiea recommended by many 'students.
The Gateway Inn at liberty and
tkms. CoUeee of Wooster
November 27 is as follows :
"Dystonia" and Bever is another potential watering
Wednesday:
Monday: "Limits and Constraints
hole,
Recapped" with Dr. Donald Har- - "Our Universe"
all your sins now and always. If you
you will go to helL Repent!
Repent!" I suddenly realised I
might have gone too far. He had
leeched onto me like some kind of
nightmarish sociologist It was time
to get rid of him. After all. by this
point I had run various theories
through my mind, had concluded
that Southerners tend to say "rail"
more than Northerners, and decided
that perhaps it was time to go
publish all my incredible revelations. I was Certain that they were
the gateway to truckloads of fame
and fortune.
"Excuse me. I'm late for a Satanic
worship service, and I've got to find
a virgin to slaughter. Then we're go
ing to Round Records to rip cen
sorship la Deis oft aioums. next
week, we're going to hand out free
That
copies of Heller's "Catch-22.- "
was enough. He ran away. Last I
heard, he was earned out of tne ruo- ble - of Sect Lanes mumbling
something about Damian and Glass
Joe-- "if
rd iust used my oil slick."
But as I was leaving I noticed his col
leagues surrounding wnat tney term
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EsggieStorrs
from Pace 3
range of music classes. During the
he was a Visiting
year of ISS3-CAssociate Fellow at Clare Hall,
Cambridge university in sngiana,
where he also gave a number of
Con tinned

townspeople as well as ttzisztd
following the conductor's baton. Cr
of the main diZleuIties wLicli

3

mmHmim THm

iwtiifimiwtridltlfal.

Russell cites is "trying to come H
wltn an artistic performance on eu
a limited rehearsal schedule." Ti.
is more of an obstacle for the Cca-- 1
cert Chior, which can practice crH
once a week, as opposed to tit
Chorus which holds rehearsals four
times a week.
Russell gives what Is perhess tit
best reason of all for attenssng 1st
(performance. He says that students
Ishould come "to hear their ccH
Beagues pnrutin this great work.1
ferrtng to the Eoweu composition.
land "to hear in its entirety a work
kuhided torn tne movie
Just let your fingers do the wallizg
throught the local yellow paes and

elude recitals at Middlebury Col
lege, Methuen Memorial music nan
tn Massaehusettes, and the
Museum at Harvard
university.
RusseU praises his performers
and points out his pleasure at working with "such a diverse group of
people" who an have the "common
interest of performing aigreat choral
work." The Concert Choir is one
Wooster ensemble with a more
varied membership than most with
Everybody of course has their
favorites, so should you find yourself
down, out and bored over break. masyoBrseganeven7Jont.
Busch-Reising- er

f
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Fall Coach of The Year

Fall Coach of The Year
.
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COACH SHEILA NOONAN ( Field
Hockey, Denison, 1179) The women's

7

field hockey team took a giant leap
forward ai they competed for the
first time in NCAA Division III Nationals. It was Sheila Noonan, coach
of the women's team, who realised
the extra potential and put it to
work. Noonan, a lift Denison
University graduate, excelled in
field hockey, basketball and
lacrosse. Noonan eame to Wooster
after five sueessful seasons as head
coach atEarlham (Ind) College. She
was named Indiana Field Hockey
Coach of The Year in 183 and 1884,
and she folded Eariham to the Indiana State Championship in
1881.1883 and ISM. Her sneess as a
coach is equaled only by her sneess
as an athlete. She played lacrosse
only as a senior bat set the single
scoring season record (72 goals in 13
games) and was named
In addition, she captained the field hockey and basketball
teams for three years and was named Most Valuable Player three times
in field hockey and four in basketball
All-Americ-

KATE DAILEY

Senior)
BETTY TITLE (
Senior Betty Title, member of the
IMS inaugural women's soccer team
taw a great deal of playing time and
added dimension as well as points to
a team thats just developing. Title
was the leading scorer for the team
as she posted 7 goals.

co-capta-

COACMuA.xiAKTl'ro.eMor oC

French. Wooster- - 1842) Woosters
veteran coach Jim Bean finishes his
18th season as cross country coach
at the College of Wooster with a very
impressive record.Bean who is av
avid runner himself logs an average
of five miles each day. When he is
not running he is coaching the men's
cross country team. The Voice has
selected Coach Bean because of the
progesaive aeheivemnets the men's
cross country team has accomplished. In 1884 the men were undefeated
in duel conference meets, finished
third at .GLCA's and placed 2nd at
NCAC's. They capped the 1884
season by finishing a strong 8th
place at NCAA Division III
Regionals. In 18SS the Scots did a few
better. After defeating Case Western
Reserve they scored an impressive
2nd place finish at GLCA's and
the undefeated streak in conference duel meets to secure a
NCAC record. Capping the 1885
season the Scots finished third at
NCAC's and performed strongly at
NCAA Division m Great Lakes
Regional with a 7th place finish.

in.

eon-tinn- ed

LIZ

MOBAN

(Washington.

and secured a varsity position. Liz
was enior co-- c aptain and also made
the 1985 NCAC All Conference Team
by finishing a personal best of 20:07
on Woosters home course. Lis was
also an individual qualifier for
NCAA Division m Great Lakes
Regional competition.

Ol

TAMMY ALLEN (Sturgis. Mich.,
Senior) Tammy Allen, senior who
played middle hitter and blocker
was another versatile athlete in the
women's volleyball program. Allen
was forced to switch from outside to
middle hitter to give the Scotties
more power. She had 23S kills and
converted 17 percent of her serves. "
Tammy is a very special athlete,"
said SkeUy." She is willing to meet
any challenge, including the move
from outside to middle hitter. She is
a team player in every
respect. "Allen was also named to
the NCAC All Conference Team in
1M4 and im.

(

RidgewoodNJ., Senior) Kate was.
selected by her peers as well as her
coach for not only her athletic prowess on the field but her uplifting
spirit on as well as off the field.
D alley played forward for the 1885
women's soccer team where she
held the position of team

an.

D.CSenior) Lis was the "mover
and the shaker" of the women's
cross country team. After spending
last year off campus she came baek

r

'S

PATTY

dominated women's cross country
for two years while pursueing her
major in Biology. She was the 1885
Wooster Invitational champion,
1184.185 NCAC All --Conference
Team, finished 3rd at NCAA Division III Great Lakes Regionals and
qualifii
aimed for NCAA Division m Na- -

Wooster.

3

nosals atEmory.Ga.

t

A.

''

MEN'S VARSITY CROSS COUNTRY TEAM (
Ohio, Underclassmen) It was the opinion of Fall Coach of The Year Jim
Bean that this squad really did not
have one individual that stood out all
season. In fact every meet saw a different Wooster runner emerge as top
man. The men's cross country team
has finished 2nd and 3rd in the NCAC
.and 8th. and. 7th. in NCAA Great

SMANIK (Berea.

Ohio.Sophomore). Patty has

'

"

f

-

Lakes Regional competition. Aside
from winning the Denison Invitational they also placed 2nd and 3rd in
1884 and 1885 at GLCA's. Winners
are Chuck Brady(Arnold MD.),
David Dean( Pittsburgh, Pa.), Todd

Fach(Canton, Ohio). Todd

KeIleher(Maumee,

Ohio), Scott
Mellor(West Holmes, Ohio), Scott
Michalek(Pittsburgh. Pa.) and Captain Paul Fleming(Evanston, BL). .

V

BROCK JONES ( Dover. Ohio..
.Sophomore ) Brock was selected by
the NCAC as Player of The Week
during a super victory over Ohio
Wesyian where he recorded 13
tackles and sacked the quarterback
twice. In addition he also recovered
one fumble to lead the Wooster
defense. High energy, hard hitting
defensive end. Brock has battled his
way to a starting position. A com- defensive player who recorded
Elete
1884 35 solo Uckles. 23 assists. 1
and 2 fumble recoveries
1

in-tereep- tion

.
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Women's Cross Country
Men's Cross Country
NCAA Division III Regional

r. :

J

I

.1

eo-capta-

5-10,1-

in,

9Sbs)

'".

rfAROi. MARTIN ( West Newton.

"Stick

Mass., Senior) Senior

Wizard" Carol Martin has accumulated so many titles she
deserves a whole page on Just
Kh
ii voted NCAC Player
of The Year, was Wooster's leading
scorer with a season 01 goau ana
ii uict. She was senior
and names to the 1984 and 1985
NCAC All Conference Team

hrif

u

ain

o-caot-

By David Dean
Picture if you win a beautiful roll- -t
ing pga golf course in Terre Haute
Indiana after one hundred runners.
an in spikes, ran through hois of
mud and little streams and finished
up looking like a bunch of profes
sional mud wrestlers. These were

to finish 37th place. A big surprise in
the Wooster line up was Junior Dave
Deaa who eamt in strong early la
the race to secure a new personal
best of 28:08 and finish a strong 45th
place. Sophomore Chuck Brady(Ai- -

.

the very distinct features that place with.a time of 28:12. Junior
characterized the men's NCAA Divi
Paul Fleming (Evanston,
sion m Great Lakes Regional cham- EL) rounded out Wooster's seorizg
by finishing a strong 45th place la
NORA LAND (Parma. Ohio.. pionship at Terra Haute, Indiana.
country
"This
cross
what
is
"real"
Sophomore Scott UeEor(Wert
28:14.
Serter) Nora Land is another one of is an about, barriers, mud
those versatile athletes that can ex-- guts!" commented Senior and Holmes, Ohio) finished COth in 23:C5
and Freshman Scott Kichaiek
cell at any position she is assigned J
Tom Schearer as he watchfinished 62nd la 23:11- Nora was the team's setter and hit ed a field
100 runners plow
of
exusn ana ine guys
soua
was
a
"it
ter where she recorded an im
a very muddy 8000 meter really worked together and that's
presshre 89 kills as a spiker and not through
country course. The course on what we've been working on an
ched 401 set assists. She was also an cross
any
day would be smooth and season." remarked Coach Bean
other
excellent server, converting 98 per-- l rolling, condusive
for a sub 27 after the race was overThis has
cent of her attempts." Nora is the minute raee but because
of exeesive been the most talented group of run
Skel-I
key to our offense." said Coach
1
ly. " She has been a major con- - rain,a what would have turned out to ners I have ever coached" com-be
course turned into a mented Bean which seems to sua up
fast
sucess
wooster
to
of
tributer
the
the entire season.
volleyball during the past several quagmire.
course was a
We've catered the workouts to
years." Nora was named to the Every inch of the mud
that by the the team concept whereby we use
NCAC AH Conference Team in 1984 struggle against the
end of the raee every runner was the pack running as a way of tiring
andl9S5.
it works. Just
covered with mud from his head to our opponents-and
his toes. The field was 17 teams look at our season: we were 0 in
strong from Michigan, Indiana and duel meets. 2nd at GLCA's,
Ohio and was without a doubt one of 4th Wooster InvitationaLfinished in
and
the strongest in its history. ML the top half at
Union finished in first place witha InvitationaLand 1st at the Denison
score of 51 while Case Western, the Invitational. Aside from the fact that
NCAC chamnkm finished a close se we finished third at conference we
cond with a score of 57pts. Scott made up for that dissapointment by
Alpeter from Otter bein College won smashing our ompemion at
too shabby, comthe Individual title. Both ML Union Regionau-no- t
and Case Western Reserve will ad- mented Junior Dave Dean about the
vance to the NCAA Division m Na season as a whole.The success of
tionals at Emory Ga. We were reai- - linen's cross country team has been a
ly glad to see Case qualify. It give Igradual process. No magical eUzers
nnr conference slot more eredibiU- - lor Quick training methods made this
tv." commented Dave Dean about fteam one of the finest in Division III
on Ohio. One catchy phrase well
Case's second nlaee finish.
Wooster regained composure aner sums up the attitude and philosophy
a dissapointing third place finish at lof the team: "Run to have fun. but
the NCAC Conference championship bin the best race you can run and
a solid seventh place with a hrou can't ask for more." That is why
DOUG HART ( Canton, Ohio to finish
of 190. "We went out the program can boost a 37 men
score
team
Senior) Done Hart a senior player on
with
idea of having fun but strong team. However, the men's
the
there
the men's soccer team complied an also concentrating
cross country program could not be
on the
14
1884
with
imnressive record in
we as successful as it is unless we
Bean,"
commented
games played, to shoot 38 times to wanted to erase in our mind the recognize the Coach Bean.
score 5 coals. Hart was named in dissapointing finish at conference
team
1984 to NCAC
and show the region that we were By Becky Pickett
This year Hart shared leading team once
we The women's cross country team
very competitive-an- d
scorer as he oosted four coals with did again
ended their season on both a sad and
that!"
Just
team
attitude
Both
his
five assists.
by happy note at last weekend s
were
led
Scots
Wooster
The
and good sportmanship have earned oohamore Todd Fa ch( Canton. Regional meet in Rose Caiman, Inhim this distinction.
Ohio) who after weeks of hard train diana. Wooster missed qualrirt
finally had his head m tne race 10 for Nationals by finishing in second
ing
courtesy
of
Photo By Sid Hastings,
an Imnressive 21st place in place behind the winning team from
finish
Newsservices
27:25. Fach Just missed quaUflng for Hope College. However, the Wooster
nationals by six puces, rresnman team win be well represented in tie
Tadd KeUebert Maumee. Ohio) was National meet by sophomore stasd-oPatty Smanlk who placed tLird
in full swing as he finished number
two for the team won a time oz zs:vi
Continned on Page

1

RICK STERN ( Taylor. Michigan,
Senior) Rick was selected by bis
peers and coach for not only bis
athletic ability but his moral support
as welL Rick was Senior
and after a dissapointing season last
year moral support and leadership
would be the key back to races.
Rick played fullback (
where he rushed for S23 yards ( 3.6
per carry) and had 4 touchdowns for
V
24 points.
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CARLOS PETTINAU ( Rome.
) Carlos was also
IU-ly.,Sophom-

ore

named to the NCAC
team in 1984 as he posted If games
played with a score of 59 shots and 9
goals with 1 assist. In IMS he lead
the fighting Scots once again in goals
).
andassists(
All-Conferen-

ce

j

jtimwmamr"-i'ftJ-

-

"

'

"'t

HBimwa

LISA BLACKADAR ( Sterling,
NJ., Junior) Lisa was a member of
the women's field hockey team

where she shared the
Lisa played link on the 8th ranked
NCAA Division m squad. Lisa
recorded in 1984 8 shots and 1 goal
while also recording one save, in
1835 she had 2 goals, 4 assists for 8
points.
co-captain- cy.

Smanili qualifies for Nationals
THE

qualified for the NCAA national
cross country championship in
Emory Ga. after finishing a super
third individually at the NCAA
Great Lakes Regional championship
Saturday, November 16 at Rose
Hulman Indiana. The Voice and the
Sports staff would like to wish Patty
the best of luck in her quest for the
gold.
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It didn't take College of Wooster erased then ark of 25.48 set by Kay
.
freshman Brooke Henderson Schwerxlerml984.
Henderson is.47 seconds from
(BeloiLWisc.) long to enter her
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Wooster freshman breaks two
s wimming records
name in the Scottie swimming
record book. In her first collegiate
competition at the North Coast
Athletic Conference relay meet, she
broke the record for the
freestyle with a time of 55.41 and the
50 yard freestyle with time of 25.4.
freestyle
Her time in the
eclipsed the record of 55.11 set by
Julie Schubert in 1881. Her perfreestyle
formance in the
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sophomore

College of Wooster

Patty Smanlk (Berea, Ohio)
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Cross Country

Wooster Scots finish successful season
:

Continued from Page T
Why the nee was so dlssaoointins

as undefeated t-- record for duel,
to the Wooster team was because triangular and quad meets. They
they had beaten Hope College were winners of the GLCA meet and
earner tn the season at the GLCA the Wooster Invitational. They took
meet and thus stood a good chance of second places at big meets like the
taking first place at Regional!. In
( College Division). NCAC
the Regional meet Wooster first Conference Championship, and the
runner, Smanik. eame in third place nuaa Regional meet.
ana tne rest ox tne team members Besides the seven varsity runners
followed in secession with Stephanie wno competed in the conference and
Scierka finishing 11th; Nancy regional meet, recognition also goes
Nystrom. 12th: Lis Moran. 13th: (out to the three other runners who
Katie Keller. 14th; Becky Pickett, contributed just as much time and
15th: and Amanda Paclowatth. (effort to the sacess of the Wooster
However, the tight running Wooster team. They are senior
pack was not enough to stop Hope Jean DanowsU, freshman Angela
College from placing five of its seven Sinopoli and freshman Chert Dun
runners in the gap between Smanik bar.
In an overview of the '95 season,
and the pack.
" I view the whole meet as a Penny says, "This year we have
positive experience for the team. We made positive strides. We have real
ran as a pack which is what we aim- - accomplishments, to build on. With
ed for all year," says Coach Craig the youth we have, well just get
" It was a tremendous ter and better."
reward for Patty. She has had an Last year, the Wooster women's
cross country team sent two in-- It
outstanding season this year."
certainly has been raeessfd dividual to the Regional meet This
season for the Wooster women'slrear they sent the whole team. And
Across country team. The team had next year ...maybe Nationals !
0

AO-Oh- io

r

co-capta-

in

bet-Penn-

Photo By Bill Townsend
By Dave Carey

against Case. Denison and tough part
.
fames
rAJ where the Scot defense was Improving on an 1 season is not a
Just overmatched, the stats do not difficult thing to do, but maintaining
project a correct picture of the im- the
inertia that a sueeesful season
provement this year.

Attesting the US5 Scot football
season is a lot like looking at an I
year old's crayon drawing. If you
can figure out which way to hold it
you ean make sense of it This year's
season was a roller coaster ride of
King's Island proportions. It began
with the team's first victory since
IMS and waa followed by three consecutive shutouts and a forty-twpoint loss to Denison. Then, a new
quarterback and two consecutive
home games resulted in two wins,
.the latter an impressive M-- S whipping of Ohio Wesleyan. But the next
week, the Scots fell flat at Oberlin,
and ended the season with a
e
whimper at Washington and

0--

On offense, with the play of
freshman Don Mathews, the offensive line play of some unheralded
freshmen and sophomores, Greg
McCue, Dave Mushweck, and Paul
Ward, and the great play of Mike
Woltman at tight end the Scot offense looks to be in good hands for

o

the future.
On defense, if Brock Jones does
Dave
not make first team
Dean will be forced to conduct a
federal investigation concerning
foul play in the Conference hierarchy. Equally impressive was
freshman linebacker Ron Grimm,
who was probably the hardest hitter
in the league. Kirk Smith, who picked up an NCAC defensive player of
the week award will lead a tough
defense next year, anchored by a
veteran secondary.
At the outset of the season, this
reporter stated that three or four
wins would constitute a succesful
season, and that is what happened.
Unfortunately, the Scots let two
games slip away that could have
been won. but that does not overshadow the victories. Now comes the
All-NCA- C

Jeffer-son.Th-

line3 wins,
reads
6 losses,
un-sympathetric-

ally:

scored, 228 allowed.
But this is not the proper way to
look at the season, for there was a
great deal of improvement shown
over last year. The way to best make
sense of the season is in the context
of the last few years of Wodster football, and that perspective yields the
true story of the 1885 season:
categorical improvement Offense,
defense, special teams and coaching
all improved dramatically in 1985,
and that is not shown in any
statistics. Due to offensive lapses
early in the season and the three
M points

SPORTS SCHEDULE

brought to the College of Wooster
football program will be. This past
year tne scots had a very xnenaiy
audience. As long aa they won a few
games, did not lose to the worst
team in the nation, and played
reasonably compeuove xoocoau met
fans would stay behind them. Next
year will be different The college;
community will be expecting big
things from Bob Tucker and the
Scots, and there is no reason to
believe that it cannot be done, but
the gap between the Denisons of the
NCAC and the Woosters and
remains great It will be important to keep the players here at
Wooster, and the recruits coming in
strong. But this is no time to be
thinking of the challenges ahead.
The recently concluded football
season was an overwhelming success and the first step in the renewal
of the Wooster football program.
And that should be savored.
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NOVEMBER 22 - DECEMBER 5.
NOVEMBER 22: Men's BasketDECEMBERS : Women's
ball: Buffalo State Tournament
Mens' and Women's Swimming:
Basketball: at Mt Union.
Ohio Wesylan and Case Western
Reserve
DECEMBER 4 : Men's
NOVEMBER 23: Men's BasketBasketball: at Bethany (WV)
ball: Buffalo State Tournament
Women's Basketball: at Wittenberg.
Cross Country: NCAA Division m
National Championship at Emory
Georgia.
Men's and Women's Swimming: at
John Carroll
NOVEMBER 25; Men's Basket-ballot

Union

NOVEMBER

30:
asketbaH: Marietta

Women's

DECEMBER 2 : Men's Basket
ball: Marietta
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will be mostly cloudy,
It
with a chance of rain and

breezy and milder today
a high of 50 "to 55.
cloudy
tonight with" a
mostly
Twill"
remain
Skies
a
40
low
to 45. The
of
chance of rain, and
weekend will start out rather mild and then turn
to
sharply colder. It will be partly cloudy
with a chance of
cloudy both Saturday
a chance of rain or snow
rain Saturday, and Sunday.
Highs will range from
Saturday night and
50 to 55 Saturday and 35 to 40 Sunday. Lows will
24 on
be v40 to 45 Satuirday moruxng, and 19 to'......
s,mHAv mnrnma.
and-Sunda-
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